Motivation Factor Team Analysis - The 4 steps: In just one day you can bring team motivation into focus, identify pain points and take action. At the end of the day you’ll have a practical plan to improve and maintain motivation for greater success.

The Motivation Factor Team Analysis is for leaders who want to boost team motivation and is available either as a full-package event or as a one-day "Train the Trainer" program.

**Full-Package Event** – Your team members will complete the Team Pointer assessments and a Certified Motivation Factor Practitioner will present the result and facilitate workshops for the team based on the results.

**Train The Trainer** – Are you a team leader or working in a HR/ OD function? Do you want to boost team motivation in your organisation? In our Train the Trainer program you learn to use the Team Analysis and deliver workshops directly for your team or organization.

**Team Analysis Events include:**

- Team Pointer assessment of all team members
- Individual Team Pointer result to all team members
- Data processing and aggregate team result
- Presentation of results to management and team
- Workshops to boost motivation based on team results

One day is all you need! In only one day you can bring team motivation into focus, identify pain points and take action. At the end of the day you’ll have a practical plan to improve and maintain motivation for greater success.

**Keep it simple!** We offer a hands-on, practical solution – free of complicated theories and typologies.

**Small investment!** Because the analysis is automated and because we can deliver the results and customized workshops in only one day, we can offer the Full Package Event at a very competitive Price.

For more information:
www.motivationfactor.com
info@motivationfactor.com
+45 25706 246